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Jefferson. The context of the acquisition was a steady procession of settlers 
into the trans-Appalachian West. George Washington noted this westerly mi-
gration, writing in 1784 that “the spirit of emigration is great.”10 In the next 
twenty years the upper Ohio region and the Tennessee River valley filled with 
thousands of inhabitants, enabling Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio to enter 
the union as new states by 1803 (see table 4.1). The Mississippi River was 
key to the livelihood of these transplants, who sent agricultural commodities 
down the tributaries of the mighty Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico.

Spain controlled New Orleans, which it occasionally closed, despite a 
1795 treaty that granted Americans access to it. Equally alarming, President 
Jefferson pondered the rumor that France, under the control of the ambi-
tious military leader Napoleon Bonaparte, had secured control of New Or-
leans and the Louisiana territory in a secret deal with Spain. The prospect of 
France jeopardizing the livelihood of Americans in the trans-Appalachian re-
gion worried the president. He instructed American envoys Robert Livings-
ton and James Monroe to attempt to purchase the “isle of New Orleans,” 
which lay on the eastern bank of the Mississippi. To the Americans’ surprise, 
the French offered to sell their entire domain, which extended to the Rocky 
Mountains. A slave revolution in Haiti had devastated the French army, 
persuading Napoleon to abandon plans to reestablish a colonial domain 
in North America. A fortuitous turn of events thus enabled the Americans 
to purchase a huge parcel of land for a mere $15 million (excluding later 
purchases from Native American inhabitants).11

The Louisiana prize had immense importance to American statebuilding. 
As Napoleon mused, “This accession of territory consolidates the power of 

Table 4.1. Statehood, 1776–1861

Trans- 
Original North South Midwest Mississippi F War est

(1791VT ) OH (1803) KY (1792) CA (1850)
ME (1820) TN (1796)  IN (1816) 

LA (1812) 
OR (1859)

MS (1817) (IL 1818) AR (1836) KS (1861)

(1845FL )
(1819AL ) MI (1837) TX (1845)

(WI 1848) IA (1846)
MN (1858)

PA
MO (1821) NJ

MA
NH
NY
RI (1790)
DEDE
GA
MD
SC
VA
NC (1789)

CT

Table 4.1 has been updated for accuracy since print edition.




